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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

SpectrumSCM 2.2.3 Release Adds Support for the Latest Java Version 1.5  
Adds New Enhancements for VB, .Net and Eclipse IDE Integrations 

 
Atlanta – July 22nd, 2005: Atlanta based Spectrum Software, Inc., a systems designer and developer of 
software productivity tools, announced today the general availability of the new release of Spectrum’s 
enterprise Source Configuration Management tool, SpectrumSCM® Version 2.2.3. This newest release 
includes JVM 1.5 support, enhancements to Microsoft SCCI Plug in, support for the latest Eclipse 3.1 
platform, upgrades to its work flow engine to enable file based auto-builds and many more. 
 
SpectrumSCM is a flexible, process based system that can be used to manage the entire project lifecycle. 
SpectrumSCM provides comprehensive source configuration and management for any ‘e-Asset’ from 
origination through delivery, maintenance, and support. SpectrumSCM is the first truly integrated, 
platform independent, full-featured (Version Control, Issue Tracking, Change Management, Process 
Management/Control, Workflow, Release Management, Parallel Development) source configuration 
management system in the market place that provides full CM functionality with one fully integrated SCM 
system. 
 
 SpectrumSCM Version 2.2.3  feature list. 
 

 Support for Java ( JVM ) 1.5  
 Enable full regular expression filter specifications in the workspace synchronization feature 
 Enhancements to Load Source Tree feature  
 Enable File based Auto-build in its work flow engine 
 Enhance SCCI integration to better handle VB6, VS.Net  
 Support for Eclipse 3.1 Platform 
 Additional Enhancments to security features 
 Module definitions can now be shared between users 
 Contiguous and Non-contiguous multi-selects are now fully supported for Mac Users 
 Enhanced Work Breakdown Structure Dependencies between Make-File-Common CRs 

 
Availability 
 
SpectrumSCM, is available directly from Spectrum Software, Inc. For pricing, demos and sales 
information, please contact Spectrum sales representative (email: sales@spectrumscm.com) at 770-448-
8662 (North America). 
 
About Spectrum 
Spectrum Software, Inc. is a decade-old, proven software systems design and services firm providing cost-
effective, efficient and quality software products and services to large and small businesses. Spectrum 
Software has three divisions: Software Services, which focuses on outsourcing and leading software 
development projects for clients; Spectrum Multimedia, which creates multimedia-based software products 
for children; and the Software Products division, which engineers software tools and products. For more 
information on Spectrum Software and SpectrumSCM, check out the company’s Web site at 
www.spectrumscm.com or call 770.448.8662. 


